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.............................................................................................

TEST FOR UNIT 7

Listening

A. Listen and complete the statements.

1. The speaker watches_________________ on Saturday morning.

2. During the week, the speaker watches TV after completing all of the_____________________ .

3. The speaker watches movies and__________________ at night.

4. If the speaker is too busy, he /she will try to watch at least one of his favourite____________________

5. Besides watching TV, he/she also makes_____________________ in the free time.

6. In additional to relaxation, watching TV bring him/her a large_______________________ of the world.

B. Listen and decide if each statement is true (T) or false (F).

No. Statement True or false

1. The speaker watches sports programs at weekend.

2.
On weekdays, the speaker will not watch TV if he/ she is too busy 

with the school work.

3. The speaker loves making paper houses and goes shopping.

4.
If the speaker has free time, he/she will spend more of them on TV 

than on anything else.

5. There are neither movies nor situational comedies on at night.

6
The speaker obtains lots of knowledge of the open world through 

watching TV.

ị- Pronunciations

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the other three in each

question.
1. A. gather B. bathe C. birthday D. this

2. A. tooth B. thirty C. Thursday D. weather

3. A. thieves B. worthy C. earth D. nothing

4. A. thank B. that C. breath D. third

5. A. healthy B. everything C. rather D. bath

6. A. birthday B. although C. another D. there

7. A. theirs B. thing C. author D. path

8. A. thirsty B. thumb C. with D. thick

9. A. weather B. thorn C. then D. brother

10. A. breathe B. thorn C. athlete D. thank

11. A. author B. thirsty C. breathe D. thorough

12. A. brother B. weather C. theater D. both

13. A. this B. throw C. theme D. think
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14. A. cither B. breath C. clothes D. feather

15. A. earth B. thanks C. feather D. theater

16. A. the B. with C.they D. think

17. A. theater B. thank C. there D. thirty

18. A. them B. their C. thin D. though

19. A. weather B. through C. think D. sixth

20. A. theater B. thank C. Thailand D. therapy

± Stress

Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the other three in each question.

1. A. human B. colour C. picture D. event

2. A. comedy B. detective C. teenager D. popular

3. A. jungle B. stranger C. culture D. success

4. A. squirrel B. giraffe C. ocean D. garden

5. A. newspaper B. designer C. reporter D. adventure

6. A. series B. country C. cartoon D. nation

7. A. watching B. statement C. habit D. surprise
8. A. cartoon B. funny C. little D. channel
9. A. channel B. programme C. distance D. control

10. A. animal B. radio C. specific D. character

11. A. education B. entertaining C. comedian D. exhibition

12. A. Jupiter B. universe C. stadium D. Pacific
13. A. garden B. summer C. support D. planet
14. A. description B. favourite C. discover D. instructor

15. A. activity B. information C. documentary D. education

À- Multiple choice

Choose the word of phrase that best completes each sentence below.

1. Disney Channel is one of the most channels children.

A. good - for B. exciting - of c. popular - to D. popular - for

2. VTV Ls a television channel in Viet Nam, and it attracts millions of TV viewers in

Viet Nam.

A. wide B. local c. international D. national

3. "What is your TV programme?" - "It's cartoons"

A.good B. favourite c. best D. like
4. TV can join in some game shows through telephone or by mail.

A. people B. weathermen c. newsreaders D. viewers

5. are films bv pictures, not real people and often for children.

A. Documentaries B. Love stories c. Cartoons D. Detective stories
6. Are there anv good programs teenagers on TV tonight?

A. to B. for c. of D. with

7. " do vou like the Modem English programme? " - "Because it helps me with mv

English."
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A. What B. How C. When D. Why

8. My brother wants to become a______________to tell TV viewers what the weather is like.

A. newsreader B. actor C. weatherman D. producer

9. He wants to get high marks in the final exam,_______________ he is trying his best.

A. but B. so C. and D. because

10. Mai worked hard,________ she passed her exam.
A. so B. although C. because D. though

11. The main character in this comedy show looks so________________. His motions and actions always

make me laugh a lot.

A. boring B. clumsy C. skillful D. intelligent

12.1 watch The Adventures of Tin Tinon TV every Saturday. It's a__________________ about a smart boy and

his loyal small dog.
A. documentary B. cartoon series C. broadcast D. weather forecast

13.1 have to go out,__________I cannot watch television with my family tonight.

A. but B. so C. although D. or

14.1 like watching science channels because I can________ a lot of interesting things about my life.

A. discover B. test C. instruct D. compete
15. He likes watching animals programmes,_________________he also likes watching comedy shows.

A. and B. so C. but D. or

16. The TV schedule today is so boring,____________ I decide to go out with my friends.

A. although B. so C. because D. but

17. It's difficult for me to decide to watch between two programmes. They're__________________ different

channels_________ the same time.
A. on/ in B. from/ at C. on/ at D. from/ in

18. How many TV___________ are there in Viet Nam?

A. comedians B. channels C. remote control D. telephone

19 .____________ kids learn from TV?

A. Where > B. What C. When D. Who

20. Television keeps children from______________part in outdoor activities.

A. take B. took C. taking D. taken

21. VTV2 and VTV3 are well-known_____________________________________ channels in Viet Nam.

A. foreign B. national C. local D. international
22. He is one of the most famous_______________ in Viet Nam. You can see him appear on weather

forecast every day.

A. MCs B. comedians C. newsreaders D. weatherman

23. I need a__________ immediately because I can't turn on your TV without it when I sit on the

sofa.

A. TV screen B. TV viewer C. remote control D. volume button

24. My father likes watching____________ programmes. They have a lot of football matches or boxing

competitions.
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A. sports B. animals C. news D. films

25. Could you turn up the___________please. I can't hear that singer very well.

A. channel B. programme C. volume

26 ._________is dancing in your room? - It's my sister.

A. Why B. How C. What

27 ._________ of music do you like? - I like Pop and Rock.

A. How many kind B. How kind C. What kind

28 ._______________ is the most expensive city in the world? - I think it's Tokyo.

A. What B. where C. when

29 .____________ is a person who reads a report in the program.

A. A weatherman B. a comedian C. a newsreader

30. Tom has a computer,___________he doesn't use it.

A. or B. as C. because

D. television

D. Who

D. What much kind

D. how

D. a guest

D. but

4- Cloze test

A. Choose the correct word A, B, or C for each of the gaps to complete the following text.

Television is one of man's most important (1)__________of communication. It brings pictures and

sounds from around the world into millions of homes. Through television, home viewers can see

and learn (2)_______people, places and things in faraway lands. TV even takes its viewers out of

this world. It brings them coverage of America's astronauts as the astronauts explore (3)_______________

space. In addition to all these things, television brings its viewers a steady stream of programmes

that are (4)_______ to entertain. In fact, TV providesmany (5)__________entertainment programs than

any other kind. The programmes include dramas, comedies, sports, and (6)_____________ pictures.

1. A. ways

2. A. at

3. A. deep

4. A. happened

5. A. more

6. A. lovely

B. means 

B. in 

B. large 

B. designed 
B.even 

B. clear

c. ranges 

c. for 
c. outer 

c. composed 

c. most 
c. motion

D. shows 

D.about 

D. open 

D. guided 

D. hardly 

D. full

B. Choose the correct word A, B, or C for each of the gaps to complete the following text.

Television

British parents are always (1)_________ that their children spend too much time (2)___________TV and not

enough time doing other activities like sports and reading. A (3) 

time activities (4)_____

____survey of people's free

that young people spend about 23 hours a week in (5)___________ of the

television set, that means over 3 hours (6)

1. A. complain

2. A. to watch

3. A. recent
4. A. show

5. A. back

6. A. a day

B. complaining

B. watch

B. recently
B. to show

B. front
B. a week

c. complains 

c. watching 

c. late 
c. showing 

c. side 
c. a month

D. complained 

D. watched 

D. lately 
D. shows 

D. behind 
D. a year

4- Reading comprehension
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A. Read the article and then decide whether the statements are true (T) or false (F).

Information about what happens in the world comes to us in many ways. Television and radio

are two important ways of the news. They get the news out faster than the newspapers and 

magazines, and they don't have to be read. Television and radio stations broadcast the news 

several times each day. In America, there are the news programmes every hour. People can choose 

the favourite TV programmes, such as sports, films, fashion, news, etc. People who cannot read 

get the news from television or radio easily.

1. There are only two ways of getting the news. _________

2. Television and radio get the news faster than other ways. _________

3. Television stations broadcast the news several times each day. _________

4. People cannot choose the TV programmes that they like. _________
5. Television can bring the news to people who cannot read. _________

B. Choose the letter A, B, C or D to answer these questions

At the beginning of TV history, there were several types of TV technology. One system was a 

mechanical model based on a rotating disc. (Rotating discs are discs that spin like CDs.) The other 

system was an electronic model. In 1906, Boris Rosing built the first working mechanical TV in 

Russia. In the 1920s, John Logie Baird in England and Charles Francis Jenkins in the United States 
demonstrated improved mechanical systems. Philo Taylor Farnsworth also showed an electronic 

system in San Francisco in 1927. His TV was the forerunner of today's TV, which is an electronic 

system based on his ideas.

Now TV is everywhere. Before 1947, there were only a few thousand televisions in the U.S. By 
the 1990s, there were televisions in 98% of American homes.

1. Rotating means:_____________

A. going up and down. B. going back and forth.

C. spinning. D. staying still

2. Who invented the mechanical TV model?

A. Boris Rosing B. John Logie Baird

C. Charles Francis Jenkins D. Philo Taylor Farnsworth

3. Which of the following statements is wrong?

A. More than one TV technology was developed in the history.

B. Nowadays TV is a popular household equipment.

C. John Logie Baird and Charles Francis Jenkins invented an electronic TV based on the 

previous mechanical one.

D. No inventors mentioned in the passage came from Asia.

4. Whose invention is the current TV mostly based on?

A. Boris Rosing B. John Logie Baird

C. Charles Francis Jenkins D. Philo Taylor Farnsworth

5. How many TVs were in the US in 1945?

A. A few hundred C. A few million.

B. A few thousand. D. A few billion.

± Word formation
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Give the correct form of the word in brackets to complete the following sentences

1. Journalist Lai Van Sam is one of the___________________Vietnamese television MCs. (good)

2. This programme is very__________________to teens. It can enrich their knowledge. (use)

3. Watching TV is the most popular form of home____________________. (entertain)

4. The Voice is currently one of the most___________________ programmes in Vietnam. It attracts a

number of viewers. (popularity)

5. Sushi is a Japanese_________________ which is famous all over the world. (special)

6. This________________ had a large fund of jokes. (comedy)

7. Watching television can be very__________________ . (educate)

8. VTV2 is a channel which provides many___________________ programmes for teenagers and

children. (educated)

9. My brother is an_________________ boy. He always longs to go trekking through African jungles.

(adventure)

10. It was a very________________ comedy. I laughed and laughed. (fun)

11. The children are very__________________in animal programmes. (interest)

12. Discovery channel attracts millions of___________________around the world. (view)

13. The________________ of insulin was considered to be one of the most dramatic and important
milestones in medicine. (discoverable)

15.Millions of people around the world are___________________ by films based on famous stories.

(entertainment)

16. For the more_________ tourists, there are trips into the mountains with a local guide.

(adventure)

17. She completed her formal__________________in 1995 (educate)

18. She is an experienced English teacher. I always find her talks so informative and

_______________ . (entertain)

19.1 was really embarrassed, but then I saw the___________________ side of it. (fun)

20 .___________________________________ , they organize youth clubs and support for the unemployed. (local)

21. The government announced plans to___________________the public transport system. (nation)

22. He is a very famous_________________ . (music)

23. There was a really_________________ football match on TV last night. (excite)

24. The________________ population will develop a country. (educate)

4- Wh-questions/Conjunctions (and/but/so)

A. Fill in each blank with one of the conjunctions "and/ but/ so" to complete the sentences.

1.1 want to work as an interpreter in the future,______________ I am studying Russian.

2.1 went to buy a Rolling Stones CD,______________ the shop didn't have it.

3. Nadia doesn't like to drive,______________she takes the bus everywhere.

4. He is very rich,________ he doesn't spend a lot of money.

5. It was getting dark,_____________we weren't near the cabin yet.

6.1 like coffee,____________ Mary likes tea.
7. Mary ran fast,_____________ she couldn't catch John.

8. Tom has a computer,_____________ he doesn't use it.
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9. The TV is on,___________ we're not watching it.

10.1 have a lot of homework to do,_______ I can't go to the cinema with you.

11. The waiter was not very nice,__________________the food was delicious.

12.1 have a pet iguana,_____________ his name is Fluffy.

13. They got there early,_____________ they got really good seats.

14. They asked for coffee,_______________they didn’t get any.

15. It was cloudy and cold,__________________ it didn't snow.

16. Anna needs some money,_____________ she took a part time job.

17.1 forgot to bring the map,______________ I got lost.

18. Tom likes music,_____________he can't dance.

19. Dan wrote a check,_____________ he didn't sign it.

20. The football match is on at 2 am,______________ I can't watch it.

B. Complete the questions with question words.

1. ______________does she learn about in computer science class? - Computer.

2. ______________is your mother doing in the kitchen? - She is cooking.

3. ______________sports does Mai like playing after school? - Badminton.

4. ______________do you go to the movies? - Twice a week.

5. ______________do they stay? - In a hotel on Apple Street.
6. ______________do you watch TV? - Every night.

7. ______________roses do they plant in the garden? -1 don't know, just some.

8. ______________is your favourite cartoon character? - Mickey Mouse.

9. ______________hours a day do you watch TV? - Three hours.

10 ._____________ do you usually watch TV? - In the evening.

11 ._____________ of TV programmes do you like to watch? - Sports, Music, and Cartoon.

12 ._____________ is your favourite TV programme? - Cartoon.

13 .______________do you watch TV? - Because it's entertaining and educational.

14 ._____________ did she go to the doctor? - Because she had a splitting headache.

15 ._____________ does he teach in the high school? - English.

16 ._____________ did Nam leave home yesterday? - At 7

17 ._____________ does she often do exercises? - After she finishes her homework.

18 ._____________ can you find out the times and channels of TV programmes? - In TV schedule.

19 ._____________ does the film last? - About an hour and a half.

20 ._____________ time do you spend watching TV? - One or two hours a day.

4- Writing

A. Put the words in the correct order to make the right sentences.

1. the rain forests/ The game show/ the knowledge of/ this week tested about/./

2. about different subjects/ the quiz show are/ from grade one to grade six/ The questions of/./

3. in the world/ tells people/ That channel/ about life animals/./
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4. remember /The show/ our childhood/ helps us/./

5. information/TV/uscful/us/with/ provides.

6. the children/ are not/ many programmes/ good/ on TV/ for.

7. game shows/ watch/ on TV/ time/ enough/ don't/ have/ we/ interesting/ to.

8. on/ what/ tonight/ television/ is?

Tài liệu thực hiện bời Tran Truong Thanh Zalo 0369904425 không họp tác với cá nhân nào.

9. favourite/ MC/ your / who/ is/ television?

10. Tina/ time/ television/ docs/ how much/ spend/ watching?

11. they/ like/ do/ why/ cartoons/ to watch?

12. best/ television/ like/ what/ do/ you/ programme?

13. start/ the/ game show/ what time/ does?

14. Liz/ go to/ how often/ does/ the cinema?

15. you/ watch/ do/ television/ usually/ when?

B. Give a question for each of the following question.

1. The questions in this examination are so difficult.

2. They go to the beach for their summer holiday every year.

3. The teacher was so angry because a half of the class didn't do their homework.

4. Jin often plays soccer every afternoon after school with his friends.

5. My younger sister is five years old.

6. Lan often goes to school by bike.

7. Lisa is doing her homework at the moment.

8. Xuan gave me an interesting book on my birthday.

9. Her voice is so beautiful and sweet.

10.1 won the first prize in a competition last year. 
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11. My mother is in Ha Noi at the moment.

12. Lan was absent from school because she was sick.

13.1 staved in Korean for five months.

14. Trang bought a half kilo of cheese vesterdav.

15. It usually takes us fifteen minutes to pet to school on foot.

16. Phuong is the best student in mv class.

17. There are two books and two pens on the table.

18. Thev are planting some roses in the garden

19. Nam often watch TV 3 hours a dav.

20. Due often visits his grandparents on the weekend.

C. Join each pair of sentences, using the word in brackets. 

1. We know him. We know his friends.

-> We know

(and)

2.1 wanted to go. He wanted to stay. 

—> I wanted

(but)

3. Your arguments are strong. They don't convince me. 

-> Your arguments

(but)

4.1 was feeling tired. I went to bed when I got home. 

-> I was feeling

(so)

5. The music of the movie is good. Its content is not interesting. 

-> The music of

(but)

6.1 am interested in watching horror films. I love action films, too. 

—> I am

(and)

7. Because I have a lot to do outdoors, I have no time to watch TV. 

-> I have a lot

(so)

8.1 need to study hard. I can get a good score on the test. 
—> I need

(so)

9. The food looks delicious. It tastes horrible. 

-> The food looks
(but)

10. Anna took a part-time job. She needed some money. 

-> Anna took

(so)
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11. Julie has a guitar. She plays it very well. (and)
-> Julie has ________________________________________________________________________

12.1 am going to have a test tomorrow; I can't watch the cartoon. (so)

—> I am___________________________________________________________________________

FURTHER PRACTICE
Listen and complete the sentences.

1. What are________________ doing out there?
2. This is the_______________that has stolen the picture.

3. That thing is______________ to be priceless.

4. There are twenty eight days in this_______________ .

5. My little sister just has______________ teeth.

6. The____________ of this book is my father.

7. This magazine is______________than that newspaper.

8. Three boys are going to do this project_______________ .

9. Is there a_____________ center near here?

10. These cloths look so______________ .

Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the other three in each question.

1. It's raining hard,___________ we can't go to the beach.

A. or B. but C. so D. though

2. A:____________________________________________ is your favourite cartoon?_B: It is Kung Fu Panda.

A. Who B. What C. When D. Why

3. A:_________________________ is the weathergirl on VTV3 at 8 o'clock tonight?_B: She is Hoai Anh.

A. Who B. What > C. When D. Why

4. A:____________________________________________ is the film "Harry Potter"?_B: It is very mysterious and thrilling.

A. Who B. What C. When D. How

5. Who wants To Be a Millionaire is a kind of______________________ .
A. music programmes B. game shows

C. talk shows D. reality shows

6.1 love_________ . Tom and Jerry are my favourite characters.

A. romances B. comedies C. documentaries D. cartoons

7. Grandma watches her favourite_every day. She never misses any episodes.

A. cartoon B. series C. news D. weather forecast

8. Children should watch___________ programs.

A. remote B. national C. educational D. clumsy

9. The_________ will announce tomorrow's weather on TV at 7:30 tonight.

A. weatherman B. newsreader C. comedian D. MC

10. A__________________________ is a short funny film with drawn characters.

A. documentary B. honor C. cartoon D. news

11. Let's take a look at the weather___________________________ now!

A. forecast B. presentation C. broadcast D. programme
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12. Did you see the Prime Minister on the 10 o'clock_____________ last night?

A. drama B. sitcom C. news D. cartoon

13. Jill Newman was a(n)___________ on News at Ten.

A. MC B. newsreader C. host D. interviewer

14. Fruit tastes good___________ it's healthy for your body.

A. but B. and C. so D. or

15. A:__________ is the studio of Vietnam Television?_____ B: In Hanoi.

A. When B. Where C. Why D. How

16. A:__________ do people like watching game shows?

B: Because they are educational and entertaining.

A. When B. Where C. Why D. How

17. A:__________ did the first channel broadcast in the world?________B: In 1928.

A. When B. Where C. Why D. How

18. A:__________ do you watch this TV programme?________ B: Three times a week.

A. When B. How often C. How long D. How much

19. A:__________ have we watched this programme?__________ B: About one year.
A. When B. How often C. How long

20. A:_____________ televisions are there in your house.

B: There are two televisions in my house.

A. How many B. How much C. How long

21. A:__________ will you buy a new television?

B: Maybe tomorrow.

A. Why B. Where C. When

22 .________ is this documentary on? - About half an hour.

A. How far B. How much C. How long

23 .______________ is your favorite tennis player? -1 don't like tennis.

A. Where B. Who C. How often

24. The comedy was so interesting that all_____________ clapped their hands.

A. audiences B. viewers C. people D. students

25. The reporter is talking about the_____________ for the fire.

A. reason B. manner C. series D. event

26. We will go to the cinema to see a_____________ .

A. game B. film C. show D. racing

27. Which____________________is the documentary on?

A. channel B. universe C. manner D. character

28. 'Why are you laughing so hard?' '1 am watching a_____________ . It's really funny!'

A. drama B. news C. comedy D. romance

29.1 want to buy a new jacket,_____________ I don't have enough money.

A. and B. so C. but D. because

30. Linda is going to make a cake,_____________ she needs some eggs and flour.

A. so B. but C. and D. or
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Complete the passage with the words from the box.
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friends because crazy enjoy programme entertainment restrict fond

For me TV is the best source of (1) . I can relax and have fun at the same time. My

favourite TV (2) 

and I (4)________ . myself a lot. I watch it every day. The series follows the main character

. is "How I met your mother". I like it (3) . it is funny

Ted Mosby, and his group of (5) 

"Criminal Minds" and "CSI:NY".

. in Manhattan. I am also (6) . of

TV is indeed very important for me. I would go (7) . if I couldn't watch it for a week.

My parents sometimes have to (8) . my television viewing, but that's okay.

Read and answer the questions.

Television enables us to see things in distant places. It is indeed one of the most wonderful things 

that man has ever invented. Television not only entertains people but also teaches people a variety 

of important things. Through this wonderful invention we learn about people and events 

thousands of miles away. Pictures taken in all parts of the world are also shown on television for 

entertainment as well as for instruction. Short films based on popular stories are often shown 

which entertain millions of people all over the world. In some countries television is used to teach 

pupils and students many useful lessons. Students who cannot go to school because of transport 

or other problems are taught all their lessons at home through television. As television appeals to 

the eye instead of the ear, people enjoy watching more than listening to the radio. Listening 

requires knowledge of many things, but what we see with our eyes explains that itself. For all 

these reasons, there is no doubt that television will continue to be popular for a long time.
1. What is television considered as?

2. What do we learn through television?

3. What do people prefer, watching or listening?

4. How can students obtain knowledge if they cannot go to school?

5. What is the difference between listening and watching?

Read again and complete the sentences.

1. Television allows us to see things in___________________ places.

2. Television shows pictures taken in all parts of the world for the purpose of_______________________

and_________________ .

3. Millions of people around the world are____________________ by films based on famous stories.
4. Television appeals to the eye while____________________appeals to the ear.

5. It is easy to understand knowledge on TV as what people see can______________________ itself.
6. There is no doubt that television will keep being_____________________for a long time.

Read the passage and decide whether the sentences are True (T) or False (F).
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There's a lot of good stuff on TV, so I watch something most days of the week. It's the easiest thing 

to do when I get home from work and I'm too tired to go out or read a book. I watch quite a lot of 

documentaries and the news bccausc I like to know what's happening in the world, and I'm also a 

big fan of reality shows like Big Brother.

In Big Brother they get real people together in a house for a few weeks, and bccause the house is 

full of cameras you can watch how they behave. Sometimes the people are celebrities. As a viewer 

you can decide which of the people you don't like, and then vote to evict them from the house -1 

love that!

Tài liệu thực hiện bời Tran Truong Thanh Zalo 0369904425 không họp tác với cá nhân nào.

(Source: insidoout.net)

T F

1. The writer often enjoys watching TV.

2. It is hard to watch TV for relaxation.

3. Documentaries and news programmes are often outdated.

4. All reality shows must involve famous people.

5. Viewers can make a decision of who can stay in Big brother.

Read and answer the questions

Television enables us to see things in distant places. It is indeed one of the most wonderful things 

that man has ever invented.

Television not only entertains people but also teaches people a variety of important things. 

Through this wonderful invention we learn about people and events thousands of miles away. 

Pictures taken in all parts of the world are also shown on television for entertainment as well as 

for instruction. Short films based on popular stories are often shown which entertain millions of 

people all over the world.
In some countries television is used to teach pupils and students many useful lessons. Students 

who cannot go to school because of transport or other problems are taught all their lessons at 

home through television.

As television appeals to the eye instead of the ear, people enjoy watching more than listening to 

the radio. Listening requires knowledge of many things, but what we see with our eyes explains 

that itself.

For all these reasons, there is no doubt that television will continue to be popular for a long time.

l.What is television considered as?

2.What do we learn through television?

3.What do people prefer, watching or listening?

4.How can students obtain knowledge if they cannot go to school?

5.What is the difference between listening and watching?
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Choose a suitable word in the box to complete the passage below.

Tài liệu thực hiện bời Tran Truong Thanh Zalo 0369904425 không họp tác với cá nhân nào.

competitions interesting programmes

comedy television world

Nowadays, (1)________________has bccomc the most popular media of human. There are so many

(2)______________ for children such as cartoon series, (3)__________________ and music. By sitting at

home, watching TV, you can get a whole look all over the (4)____________________. Through TV,

children can see many (5)________________ people and places. They can also see many events and (6)

______________in the world without travelling anywhere.

Make questions for the underlined part in each sentence.

1. Millions of viewers watch the EURO football match on TV.

2. My mother is watching her favourite programme "the million pound drop".

3. We can meet in front of theater at 7 p.m.

4. Peter wants something to eat because he is hungry now.

5.1 like TV game shows best.

6. TV viewers can know about the weather in their regions from the weather forecast.

7. We go to the zoo twice a month.

8. We can meet in front of the theater at 7.30.

9. Bob likes the comedy because it makes him laugh.

10. The documentary lasts forty-five minutes.

11. Steven Spielberg is the director of the film.

12. On VTV3. there are three films on this week.

13. Millions of children around the world enjoy the cartoon "Hello Fatty!"

14. Pokémon cartoons are made in lapan.

15. MC in the game show "who are millionaires" is Lai Van Sam.

16. People can know about the weather in their regions from the weather forecast.

17. My father watches TV twice a day.
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18. The game show lasts sixty minutes.

19. The studio of Viet Nam's national TV station is in Ha Noi.

Tài liệu thực hiện bời Tran Truong Thanh Zalo 0369904425 không họp tác với cá nhân nào.

20.1 like Mr. Bean best because he always makes me laugh when I see him on TV.

Combine the two sentences using so, but, and.

1. Tom is sleeping so You can't speak to him at the moment.

—> Tom is__________________________________________________________________

2. Mai didn't understand the lesson. He couldn't do the homework.

-> Mai didn't ________________________________________________________________

3. A bee flew into the room this morning. It stung me.

—> A bee flew ______________________________________________________________

4. Peter could speak Spanish and French but He couldn't write them.

-> Peter could _______________________________________________________________

5. My sister can swim well. She can't play badminton.

-> My sister can______________________________________________________________

6. Hanh goes to that French restaurant every week. She loves French food

-> Hanh loves _______________________________________________________________

7. My mum went to Hue last month. His mum went to Hue last month, too.

—> My mum _______________________________________________________________

8. My brother plays volleyball well. I do not do it well as him.

-> My brother plays __________________________________________________________

9.1 am very busy today. I can’t go to the cinema with you.

—> I am very _______________________________________________________________

10. She is seeing a movie at cinema. The film is terrifying.

—> She is __________________________________________________________________
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